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Tell us a little about yourself and why you’ve decided to run for a school board 
position: 
 
I am happily married to my husband of 34 years, Steve Ryan and the proud mother of 
our four grown children, Katie, Jack, Michael and Danny.  
 
We have lived in Coppell for 22 years. I am an active member of St. Ann’s Catholic 
Church and currently work as an Instructional Aide at Victory Place @ Coppell. 
 
I believed that education is the most powerful tool of a free society. I enjoy being in the 
classroom, but feel that as a CISD School Board member I can do even more to insure 
that Coppell ISD continues to deliver a quality education to all learners. 
 
What unique qualities would you bring to the school board? 
 
I am uniquely qualified for Coppell ISD School Board Place 6 because I am the only 
candidate with twenty years experience inside the classroom. I have teaching 
experience in public, charter and Catholic schools.  
 
I am also the only candidate that started a business from the ground up and achieved 
over one million dollars in annual sales` including appearing on QVC.  
 
Finally, I am the only candidate who has twenty years of military service, rising to the 
rank of Lieutenant Colonel. 
 
How have you been involved with Coppell ISD prior to running for school board? 
 
I currently work for CISD as an Instructional Aide at Victory Place @ Coppell. Before 
that I worked for CISD as a substitute teacher for a year teaching at many campuses 
including two long term assignments at Middle School East. 
 
What do you see as the biggest challenges for the district in the next five years? 
 
I believe the biggest challenges facing the district in the next five years revolve around 
making wise choices on ways to deliver quality education while modeling fiscal 
responsibility. 
 
 

 



How important is serving the needs of gifted learners in Coppell ISD?  Why? 
 
It is extremely important to meet the needs of all learners. The gifted and talented are 
blessed with inquisitive, creative minds that see the world in unique ways.  
 
At Victory Place @ Coppell, our motto is: “You are a genius and the world is waiting for 
your contribution.” I support programs and approaches to learning that appropriately 
challenge and reward all learning styles. I support training teachers in techniques and 
modifications which can be applied to problems and activities so they can offer more 
effective challenges and rewards to all learners. 
 
I believe our efforts need to motivate learners to work hard. Learners will experience 
great pride and joy as they achieve success and see their talents, confidence and 
abilities grow. 
 
How does Coppell ISD currently serve gifted learners and how does that compare 
to other districts? 
 
Coppell ISD currently serves gifted and talented learners by requiring all elementary 
teachers to be trained in gifted and talented techniques. All teachers are working hard in 
the classroom to customize learning at all levels. Once a learner achieves mastery level 
of a certain skill, the teachers will challenge the learner further with alternative 
assignments and extensions developed by a gifted and talented trained specialist. 
 
My experience as a teacher in another district included the use of the International 
Baccalaureate Program to challenge the gifted and talented learners. Coppell ISD has 
recently begun including these programs. 
 

 


